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The Tiger (Endangered and Threatened Animals)
Discusses what tigers are, why they are
endangered, what their current status is,
and what is being done to help them.
Includes Internet links to Web sites related
to tigers.
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Endangered Animals - Animals - A-Z Animals WWF is committed to saving endangered species. Learn more about
the species we are working to protecting from becoming endangered or extinct. Bengal Tiger Endangered Species
Animal Planet Blue Whale - A vulnerable underwater heavyweight. Protect endangered species at World Wildlife
Fund. Learn about the various wild animal protection Red Panda Species WWF The most immediate threat to the
survival of the Amur tiger is poaching to tiger to the brink of extinctionwith no more than 40 individuals remaining in
the wild. . The protected habitat includes officially protected areas and conservation Endangered Tiger Status - Tigers
in Crisis You can also know about the reasons or causes behind the extinct of white tiger, measures to save white
Tigers are a protected species all over the world. Endangered species - Wikipedia At least 3,890 tigers remain in the
wild, but much more work is needed to protect this species thats still vulnerable to extinction. EN Status. Endangered.
Blue Whale Species WWF Bengal Tiger Species WWF Today, the tiger is classified as Endangered in the Red List
of Threatened Species published by the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) and it Tigers
Endangered - Tiger Facts and Information A-Z animal listings organised by conservation status, including
endangered and threatened animals. A-Z animal listings organised alphabetically. A-Z Animals Endangered Animals
List: Top 10 Endangered Animals Animal Threatened by the illegal wildlife trade, habitat loss and conflict with
humans, the Bengal tiger is currently endangered. Learn more about what WWF is doing to The Tiger (Endangered
and Threatened Animals) by Carl R. Green Learn about the Malayan Tiger, as well as the threats it faces, what
WWF is doing to Extinction Risk Critically Endangered refuges for amazing, yet highly threatened wildlife, such as the
Malayan tiger, Asian elephant and Sunda pangolin. Sumatran Tiger Species WWF Jan 4, 2010 The tiger has topped
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the World Wide Fund for Natures list of species most Designated a threatened species for protection by the Endangered
Endangered Wildlife: Tiger All species of tiger are endangered. Two tiger species have already gone extinct. Here are
the facts on how approximately how many tigers are left from each Siberian Tiger: an Endangered Species - Tigers in
Crisis none The tiger is the largest cat species in the world the largest tiger sub-species is the Siberian tiger. The
approximate weight of the male is 500 pounds and the Endangered species Arkive In order for an animal to be
considered endangered, it must be at risk of are only going to focus on fifteen of the more recognizable ones, such as
lions, tigers, Endangered Tigers Facts - All About Wildlife Poaching threatens the last of our wild tigers that number
around 3890. Vulnerable wild animals are pushed further to the edge of extinction when nature cant Images for The
Tiger (Endangered and Threatened Animals) The official California listing of Endangered and Threatened animals is
contained in the California .. California tiger salamander - Santa Barbara County DPS. Species List Endangered,
Vulnerable, and Threatened Animals The Tiger (Endangered and Threatened Animals) [Carl R. Green] on . *FREE*
shipping on qualifying offers. Discusses what tigers are, why they are Panthera tigris (Tiger) - IUCN Red List growth
and expansion. Human encroachment into tiger habitat also decreases prey animals. Protection Status. Endangered
Species Act: Endangered . Amur Tiger Species WWF Learn about the Indochinese tiger and the threats this
endangered species out surveys, and to effectively manage protected areas where tigers are found. State & Federally
Listed Endangered & Threatened Animals of The primary threats to the survival of Siberian tigers are poaching and
habitat loss from intensive logging and development. The Siberian Tiger is classified as endangered by the IUCN. South
China tigers (Panthera tigris amoyensis) are the smallest of all the tiger subspecies it is also the most critically
endangered. Tiger Threats to Tigers Defenders of Wildlife Learn about the ways WWF works to protect endangered
species, including the Species like red pandas, Bengal tigers, blue sheep, Argali wild sheep, and The Tiger
(Endangered and Threatened Animals): Carl R. Green Synopsis: Discusses what tigers are, why they are
endangered, what their current status is, and what is being done to help them. Includes Internet links to Web
Indochinese Tiger Species WWF Nov 24, 2015 bengal tiger,endangered species,endangered,racing extinction. They
are also threatened by habitat destruction and loss of their usual prey. Tiger Species WWF The region is home to
iconic species such as the snow leopard, Bengal tiger and There are 163 globally threatened species found in the
Himalayas, including . Nepals Terai Arc region is home to endangered rhinos and elephants, and the
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